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Budenholzer now on opposite side from Popovich 

By Chris Vivlamore

The Hawks open the home portion of their preseason season tonight and  this will be more than exhibition.

When the Hawks host the Spurs, new coach Mike Budenholzer will stand on the opposite side of the court from his mentor
Gregg Popovich. Budenholzer spent 19 seasons as a Spurs assistant before taking over the Hawks. Each coach had some
interesting things to say about the reunion (the two, along with Hawks GM Danny Ferry had dinner together Wednesday
night).

Budenholzer: "Surreal is one word you could use ... seeing him on the opposite bench and all those players that I spent so
much time with. But I’m excited and focused on our players and our group and getting us going in the right direction."

Popovich: "I miss him more than anyone else does because I depended on him a lot. In games, he would make
suggestions or do things and I wouldn’t know what the hell was going on. He substituted somebody or he changed the
defense. I would say ‘Why did we do that?’ He would tell me and I would say ‘Oh yeah, that makes sense. That sounds
good. I wish I had thought of it.’ You sort of miss all that. You have to start all over. I’ll have to actually coach more."

As for the game, the Hawks will start their normal unit of Jeff Teague, Kyle Korver, DeMarre Carroll, Paul Millsap and Al
Horford. Budenholzer said he expects to keep that unit together longer as the exhbition games continue.

Budenholzer would not say how much newly-acquired small forward Cartier Martin would play.

Ferry has returned from Spain where he spent several days visiting draft picks Lucas Nogueira and Mike Muscala. Ferry
watched Muscala play a game and was encouraged by what he saw. He met with Nogueira, who has not played due to a
knee contusion.
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Posted by -Melvin- at 2:45 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Oh gosh, when some of these bloggers read Pop's comments about Coach Bud, they are going to be ready to put a statue
of him outside of Phillips Arena.....

Posted by Ms_Dee at 2:49 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

"Popovich: "I miss him more than anyone else does because I depended on him a lot. In games, he would make
suggestions or do things and I wouldn’t know what the hell was going on. He substituted somebody or he changed the
defense. I would say ‘Why did we do that?’ He would tell me and I would say ‘Oh yeah, that makes sense. That sounds
good. I wish I had thought of it.’ You sort of miss all that. You have to start all over. I’ll have to actually coach more."

WOW..RodfromCP, did ja read that?????? Who was REALLY the coach behind the Spurs many rings???

Posted by Ms_Dee at 2:50 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

I know right, Melvin..esp RodfromCp or is it Lisa..or..shoot, I forget..lol

Posted by AstroJoe at 2:51 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Knee contusion? I hope he got it while trying to cut the line at Spain's version of Hardee's.

Melvin, no worries, we all know that Pop is one of those guys who just spews accolades out like "after party" flyers. Why on
earth would Hawks fans want to be excited about our new head coach??? Misery is so much more, well, miserable.

Posted by -Melvin- at 2:52 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

"As for the game, the Hawks will start their normal unit of Jeff Teague, Kyle Korver, DeMarre Carroll, Paul Millsap and Al
Horford. Budenholzer said he expects to keep that unit together longer as the exhbition games continue." 

Can the fans use the playtime for the 1st unit in tonight's game as opportunity to fairly evaluate them or should we dismissed
it b/c it's preseason? 
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Posted by Ms_Dee at 2:52 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

"San Antonio will once again be without Tony Parker, Manu Ginobili and Tim Duncan, who stayed behind to rest in San
Antonio. The team, after losses to the Suns and Nuggets, is yet to beat an NBA opponent this preseason."

Should be NO reason why we cant come away with a WIN!! Make it happen Coach POP/Bud!!

Posted by -Melvin- at 2:55 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Astro, 

Where were all the accolades and praises when Woody was hired. I'm sure Coach Larry Brown has nice things to say about
him and how he contribute to the coaching staff.

Posted by kwooden1 at 2:59 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Nice comments by Pop, I think Bud will be a good coach, hopefully these guys can execute! GO HAWKS!

Posted by AstroJoe at 3:01 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Melvin, there probably were accolades for Woody. Of course, he started with guys like Kenny Anderson, Bob Sura and the
remnants of Antoine Walker (among others). 

But again, there is nothing wrong with being excited about the team's new head coach, just like there was nothing wrong
with being excited to watch a former Hawk take his shot at being the team's defacto top dog last October (and dream of an
unprecedented season that would define his career and provide overwhelming evidence of his previously under-valued
abilities for his home-town team) . Sometimes it works out and sometimes it doesn't.

But finding a reason to be excited beats finding a reason to be miserable.

Posted by Slimjr at 3:02 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Vegas should have the Hawks running away with it tonight especially with coach Bud showcasing his fab 5.. : )
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Posted by -Melvin- at 3:07 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Astro, 

Tell me how you really feel about Josh.....LOL

Posted by cp229 at 3:11 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

@wordsmithtom .I have been saying the same thing for a while. Teague is not going anywhere. I like Schroeder but he isnt
ready to take over. I also think we will see a lot of Teague and Schroeder in the backcourt together.. Teague is here for at
least this year

Ms Dee stop. Its clear that Pop was just praising his guy.. Coach Bud might have had a lot of input but I doubt he was behind
those rings smdh

Posted by IAW at 3:15 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

"Woody is a great coach, a good guy and people will see that."

“He’s got a unique team. But Mike has always been able to utilize personnel. I think he’ll put the guys that can score the ball
in the positions to do that. I think they’ll really respond to him.”

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Championship and Hall of
Fame coach Larry Brown's comments after Woody was hired in NY.

Posted by -OBrien- at 3:16 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB,

Sautee,

"While I was not in favor of a 4th year, I do think there is a rational argument to be made that Ferry sees Korver as an
example of the kind of professionalism, character, and work ethic he'd like his young players to follow."

That was probably part of DF's reasoning, but how many of these young players are going to be building blocks for the
Hawks going forward? IMO, Schroder is the only one (I didn't include Teague and Horford because they should already
know). And I think we all can agree that this Hawks roster is a short term patch job, so why not just roll the dice, and hope Al
and Jeff can be the leaders (instead of overpay for KK). 

And as a whole, Hawks players have traditionally done a good job
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Posted by -OBrien- at 3:22 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

Melvin,

"Can the fans use the playtime for the 1st unit in tonight's game as opportunity to fairly evaluate them or should we
dismissed it b/c it's preseason?"

If the Spurs are resting their star players, I don't think we can read anything into the Hawks performance tonight. 

Ms Dee,

"WOW..RodfromCP, did ja read that?????? Who was REALLY the coach behind the Spurs many rings???"

C'mon Ms Dee. Woody was LB's defensive coach with the Pistons when they won a championship, so is Woody really the
coach behind the rings? I'm sure Phil Jackson said good things about Kurt Rambis when he was on his staff, but how did
that work out when Rambis went to be the HC in Minny?

My point is...let's watch the hawks and CMB for at least one season before we heap too much praise on them.

Posted by wordsmithtom at 3:26 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

O'Brien, I'm not sure they overpaid for KK. Perhaps 3-4 years out, but not now; he can flat ass shoot better than any 2 out
there from the 3. We still have our amnisty card, whereas most teams have used theirs. KK still has 2 good years and Steve
Kerr was still drilling them at 40. KK could be our Steve Kerr as we add more pieces.

Posted by Ms_Dee at 3:34 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

cp229,

True True...but did ya read, "That sounds good. I wish I had thought of it.’ THAT'S QUITE A PRAISE!!

Posted by Ms_Dee at 3:37 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

OB,

OK Ok...I didnt meant that statement LIKE THAT!! As if Bud made all the decisions...I posted that simply b/c that was some
deep praise coming from such a coach like POP..thats all, please dont read anymore into that statement...POP IS DA MAN!!!
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Posted by KeyserSoze at 3:55 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

I for one gave wdsn props when he arrived.
Heck, I was eager for our Hawks to hire the man to begin with.

Along about the time we got Joe Johnson;
(coinciding with the fact we had real players for a change)
I began to realize wdsn could not X & O.

Eventually, I decided the man was obtuse.
His obtusity directly correlating with his Iso-Joe offense !

Posted by KeyserSoze at 4:02 p.m. Oct. 17, 2013
Report Abuse

I knew what you meant Ms Dee, don`t worry about it.
-also-
0`B is not like some on this blog - he meant no harm, he`s a good feller.
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